NuPros (new professionals and interns) are coming to companies with
lots of brilliance but not enough polish. Given the pace of business,
a NuPro’s orientation to a professional environment is often hit-or-miss.
Where can they get the guidance that’ll set them up for success?
BUSINESS CHALLENGE: Onboarding is like driving Bumper Cars...
New professionals (and their close cousins, the Interns) steer their way into businesses, everyday, full
of vitality, creativity, boldness, optimism, and potential. Unfortunately, like driving bumper cars, these
“NuPros” often find they need to crash into something before they can learn what not to do in a
business setting. Along with locating the water cooler, NuPros can struggle to know how (and when) to
ask questions, to listen between the lines, to advocate for themselves or their ideas, or to give and
receive feedback. They are often sent unprepared to formal meetings and chance encounters with
bosses, boards, buyers and peers.
“Nobody told me what to do around the office and in meetings, so I just tried to pay attention,
and hoped I wouldn’t make a fool of myself professionally until I learned the ropes.”
~ Newly Hired Wharton School MBA at Fortune 50 Financial Services Firm

“I wish I had had these skills when I was starting out. How to introduce myself to clients.
How to ask questions in meetings. When to advocate for my ideas. I’d have gone further
and faster in my career!”
~ Senior Executive, Fortune 100 Professional Services Firm

Left to their own devices, NuPros can lose heart, and maybe worse, lose you money (remind us to tell
you about the unfortunate incident of the letter without a stamp). Feeling frustrated and out-of-the-loop
culturally, NuPros will leave jobs before companies can realize a return on their hiring investment. But
the good news is that, even if they walk into your office with heels that are too high or footwear that’s
too casual, these Digital Natives (take that to the bank) are teachable and eager to learn.
LEARNING SOLUTION: The Job Readiness Passport
The Polish NuPros Need to Shine
Engaging with clients and colleagues early in a career requires knowledge of essential skills for adding
value while still learning the ropes. In the estimation of hiring managers and mid-level managers, new
hires make easier, faster transitions to a high-stakes, sophisticated professional environment when
given the guidelines on what to expect, and what’s expected. These leaders consistently identify
several core competencies that are essential to early job success, but due to budget and time
constraints, are rarely addressed (sufficiently) as part of early professional development.

Ready&Relevant© Training Modules

Keynotes & Webinars

Half-day, one-day and two-day* | Agendas below

Sample titles | 75-90 minutes

SELL
©

©

Solve a Problem, Make a Sale : High Impact Skills for Engaging
Bosses, Boards & Buyers–for NuPros and those new to sales (one-day)

•The Sale is in the StoryTelling : A Sure-fire
Formula for Being Resonant, Relevant &
Memorable
©

™

Dynamic Team Problem-Solving : Harnessing the Brilliance of the
Team – from Problem to Plan (one-day)

•Asking For Referrals : Timing and
Techniques for Maximizing the Good Word of
Your Clients
©

•First Impressions Last : How Image,
Etiquette and Communication Skills Contribute
to Career Success

PRESENT
©

Standing Up and Standing Out : Part I: Organize Your Ideas (half-day)
©

Standing Up and Standing Out : Part II: Deliver Your Ideas with
Confidence (half-day)
©

The Five Hip Pocket Presentations : How to Craft and Convey
Your Core Messages for Just-In-Time Delivery (half-day and one-day)

©

•Knives, Forks and Texting : What You Need
to Know About Business Etiquette
©

•Selling to the Top : Gaining Attention at the
C-suite
•The Problem-solving Pathway: Creative
Collaboration that Moves Team Thinking from
Problem to Plan

MEET
©

Meetings@Work : Straight-forward Skills for Initiating, Attending and
Leading Really Good Meetings (half-day and one-day)
Spinach in the Cookies

DRESS
©

Take the Guessing Out of Dressing for Work : A Collaboration
with the Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT) (half-day and one-day)
WRITE
©

Write to the Top : Best Practices for Business Writing

©

In each course, we introduce critical
skills of a Peer-Coaching Culture
including The Feedback Formula, the
Drama Triangle, and the Openness to
Listening and Learning Scale. Why?
Skills require practice and feedback to
become habits. Peers can make that
process easier, scalable and affordable.

(half-day and one-day)

LEADER AS COACH / PEER COACH with EQ
™

Leader as Coach : Modeling and Reinforcing Key Sales
Performance Behaviors

Request the full agendas at
info@proimpress.com

©

IQ, EQ, BQ : The Raw Materials of Relationship Building: Part I (aka:
©
Spinach In the Cookies )
©

Four Pillars of Integrity : The Raw Materials of Relationship
©
Building: Part II (aka: Spinach In the Cookies )

“Excellence is an art won by training and
habituation. We are what we repeatedly do.
Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.”
~ Aristotle
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Training That Fits Your People… and Your Priorities
Depending on your budget, time and priorities, select and combine modules to create one-day, twoday or three-day programs. Full days can be non-consecutive, making it easier to fit the learning into
your preferred orientation schedule. | Keynotes and webinars can be delivered on any of the Job
Readiness topics.
Examples of Module Combinations:
Sell + Present | Sell + Meet | Present (part I) + Present (part II) | Present + Meet |
Present + Dress | Write + Etiquette
(*Topics come in half-day, one-day and two-day as noted; pair two half-day sessions for a one-day workshop. Please note: our
billing is for full day only; no half-day fees are available. As such, please plan full day schedules.)

Highly Interactive, Sustainable Learning Design
The Learner Experience for ProImpress training is based on the best thinking in adult learning theory
and on extensive experience of what works in the classroom and online.
PRE-WORK
• Work-related
assignments that
bring real
challenges into the
classroom
• Pre-course survey
assessments
(HBDI™
integration
available)

IN CLASSROOM

POST-TRAINING

highly engaging

sustainment & ROI

sustainment & ROI

• Tailored roleplays and
exercises

• Uniquely Engaging
Technology for Online
Training & On-going
Coaching
– iDeal Response:
The Uniquely Engaging
Technology for online
training and ongoing
coaching

A three-part, practical process for
supporting leaders to effectively
mentor, model and coach the
target skills of their people… and
realize the requisite ROI by way
of enhanced performance:

• iPad practice sessions
• Out-of-Your-Seat Skill
Drills (fishbowl,
triads and pairs)
• Large and small group
discussions &
feedback

for

• Modeling of behaviors,
skills and processes

• Peer Coaching Culture
Skills (aka: Spinach in the
Cookies; part of all core
programs)

o

• Alumni Events & Webinars

LEADER TRACK for

• Leader as Coach

TM

• Leader as Color
TM
Commentator
• Real Deal Partner Coaching

TM

• Post-Training Metrics on
behavior change and
business results

About ProImpress

Since 1985, the consultants of ProImpress have designed and delivered Ready&Relevant© training and
coaching for tens of thousands of client-facing professionals (and the leaders who love them) in
financial services, professional services, pharmaceuticals, biotech, high tech and other industries
around the world. We hold a special place in our hearts and business just for New Professionals
(NuPros) whose training needs often differ – ever so subtly – from the needs of their more seasoned
colleagues.
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